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Long-range resonant effects on electronic transport of nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes
Hafid Khalfoun,* Philippe Lambin, and Luc Henrard
Research Center in Physics of Matter and Radiation (PMR), University of Namur, Rue de Bruxelles 61, B-5000 Namur, Belgium
(Received 30 August 2013; revised manuscript received 1 October 2013; published 13 January 2014)
The electronic transport properties of ordered and disordered nitrogen-doped metallic carbon nanotubes with
long-range correlation are studied numerically with a tight-binding model. Doping with both translational (axial)
and screw symmetry are considered. In periodic defective systems, when axial doping is considered, two classes
of electronic transport responses are obtained. One quantum conductance plateau settles down around the defect
energy only when the period of the structure is a multiple of the Fermi wavelength 3d0 (d0 being the period of
the perfect armchair host nanotube), because the Bloch-like propagating modes survive. Otherwise, a conduction
gap is predicted. For the screw doping configuration, the same resonant electronic transport is observed when
the rotational angle fulfills one of the rotational symmetries of the perfect nanotube. Furthermore, for disordered
systems, the conventional Anderson localization is partially prohibited around the defect energy for particular
axial and circular random doping configurations. These conclusions are valid for both armchair and chiral metallic
nanotubes and should remain true for other modifications of the nanotube by covalent or noncovalent doping.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.89.045407 PACS number(s): 72.80.Rj, 73.63.Fg, 73.20.At, 61.48.De
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering work of Iijima [1] in the early
90s, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been studied for their
unique electronic and transport properties [2]. Applications as
diverse as nanoelectronics, sensors, medical imaging, flexible
electronics, and photovoltaics have been proposed [3]. Poor
control of the growth mechanisms has, however, curbed the
development of devices with adjusted intrinsic properties, even
if postsynthesis chirality sorting is improving [4]. Chemical
doping and functionalization have been investigated to over-
come this limitation and to tailor the electronic and structural
properties of CNTs. Nitrogen (N) and boron (B) chemical
substitutions are popular since they only slightly modify the
atomic structure of the carbon network [5]. For example, the
effects of an isolated nitrogen or boron atom on the transport
properties of an armchair CNT have been examined in an early
study by Choi et al. [6], revealing a drop of conductance from
the ballistic 2G0 to G0 (quantum conductance unit 2e2/h) at
the specific quasibound states energy (Ed ), located at about
0.5 eV above the Fermi level.
Many groups have reported successful strategies for the
production of N-doped nanotubes [7,8]. The local electronic
perturbation of a single N substitution has been observed
occasionally by electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) [8]
and scanning tunnel microscopy (STM) [9] but macroscopic
samples are mainly characterized by a disordered distribution
of defects with different atomic structures as confirmed by
transport measurements [10] and photoemission spectroscopy
[11]. For a precise understanding of these data, specific
numerical analyses are required. For example, Latil et al. [12]
predicted that a small amount of dopants (0.5%) with random
distribution drastically affects the quantum conductance of
the nanotube at the energy Ed . At this energy, the quantum
resistance increases exponentially with the system length as a
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clear consequence of the Anderson localization phenomenon
[13]. This localization effect has been numerically simu-
lated for substitutional chemical defects [14] and verified
experimentally for different types of topological defects [15].
Similar behaviors have also been predicted for chemical
functionalization [16]. Anomalous doping effects have been
predicted for chemically doped carbon nanoribbons where
the symmetry of the dopant position and the width of the
nanoribbon strongly affect the resonant backscattering of
electrons [17].
More generally, disordered systems in one-dimensional
structures with chemical and/or topological defects behave
as Anderson insulators at low enough temperatures [13].
However, if correlations between the defects are present,
delocalized states can be obtained [18]. More precisely, as
soon as the defect distribution preserves some symmetry of the
original system, extended Bloch-like states can be obtained,
even for infinite defective systems providing an enhancement
of the transport properties for some transmission channels [19].
In the present study, we focus our attention on transport
properties in periodic chemically (N) doped metallic nan-
otubes and we demonstrate that the ballistic properties of CNTs
remains for some doping configurations, thanks to a resonant
effect associated with specific symmetry of the wave function
close to the Fermi level. We also show that both axial and screw
periodicities give rise to such a behavior and that specific
(but realistic) disorder may preserve this ballistic transport
in doped metallic CNT. The reported properties are related
to long-range correlation effects predicted for the electronic
properties [20] and the quantum transport [21] of N-doped
graphene when chemical doping affects only one of the two
sublattices of graphene. At the long-range doping scale, the
transport properties could be similar to the electronic transport
in the multilayered diode structures [22,23].
II. METHODS
The electronic properties of nitrogen-doped nanotubes are
described by the tight-binding model with one π electron per
atom. Following the previous studies [2,12,16], the on-site
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parameters of the N atom and of the neighboring C atoms are
fitted to reproduce the band structure and the density of states
of the ab initio calculations of Ref. [6]. In our works [20,24],
the on-site effective parameters of the C atoms are modified
around the defect up to a distance dc  7.5 ˚A along the surface
of the tube, according to a Gaussian law:
ε(d) = εC − |U | exp(−0.5d2/σ 2). (1)
εC is the asymptotic on-site energy of carbon; |U | and σ are
the depth and the width of the potential well induced by the
nitrogen atom, respectively. By the appropriate fitting on the
ab initio calculations, we set |U | ≈ 6 eV and σ = 15 ˚A.
The quantum conductance and the density of states are
computed in the framework of the Green’s function formalism
[25,26]: The propagating media (noted C) is embedded
between two semi-infinite perfect structures as left (L) and
right (R) leads. The corresponding Hamiltonian (HC , HL, HR)
and the hopping matrices (hLC , hCR) are constructed and the
Green’s function of the device (gC) is obtained from
gC = (ε − HC − L − R)−1. (2)
In this equation, L = h+LCgLhLC and R = hRCgRh+RC are
the left and right self-energies while gL,R = (ε − HL,R)−1 are
the Green’s functions of the left and right leads, respectively.





where L,R = i[rL,R − aL,R] are the coupling matrices at
the interfaces C/R and C/L. In this formula, aL,R and rL,R
are Hermitian conjugates. The r and a superscripts correspond
to the retarded and advanced Green’s functions, respectively.
The density of states per spin is obtained from
dos(E) = − 1
π
Im {Tr [gC(E)]}. (4)
Tr denotes the trace of the matrix and Im is the imaginary part
[25,26].
In this paper, the host system (perfect CNT) is made of
supercells of size d = ncelld0 (d0 the periodicity of the host
nanotube), containing one nitrogen atom [Fig. 1(a)]. The
parameter ncell is taken large enough to ensure that the distance
between dopants is larger than twice the size of the local
perturbation (dc) of the Hamiltonian for an isolated N atom.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first consider the effect of nitrogen chemical doping
on the armchair (10,10) nanotubes as an archetype of metallic
system with high symmetry. Axial and screw periodicity of
the dopant position are investigated as well as the effect of
disorder. Based on these results and on a symmetry analysis,
we then extend our findings to chiral nanotubes.
A. Doping with axial periodicity
and disorder for (10,10) nanotube
For the (10,10) nanotube, d0 = 2.45 ˚A and the distance
between two nitrogen atoms is always set larger than 7d0.
In the following, we present simulations for the quantum
conductance G(E)/G0 as a function of the energy for two
supercell periods withncell being a multiple of 3 or not, i.e.,ncell
= 15 and ncell = 14, corresponding to defect concentrations of
0.166% and 0.178%, respectively.
1. The effect of the axial periodicity
The effect of n dopants (i.e., number of doped supercells
between the perfect electrodes) separated by the distance
d is shown for several values of n [Schematic view on
Fig. 1(a). Figures 1(b) and 1(c) correspond to d = 14d0 and
d = 15d0 respectively]. For n = 1 (isolated defect, dashed
line), we recover the ab initio results of Ref. [6], i.e., a unique
conductance dip (G = 1G0) at Ed = 0.54 eV, the energy
of the quasibound states of the electrons localized around
the nitrogen atom. The presence of this quasibound state is
responsible for the backscattering of electrons in one of the
two conduction channels because of the symmetry reduction
of the system in the presence of the defect [6].
When two dopant atoms are considered (n = 2, red curve),
distinct responses around Ed are obtained for d = 14d0
[G(Ed ) = 0] and d = 15d0 [G(Ed ) = 1G0]. The conductance
displays clear local maxima (see arrows) and minima for
d = 15d0. This behavior can be explained by the fact that
the Fermi wave vector kF = 2π/3d0 of an undoped armchair
nanotube is associated with a Fermi wavelength of 3d0.
Each conductance maximum corresponds to constructive
interferences between defect-induced quasibound states inside
the quantum cavities as delimited by the dopant positions.
The corresponding conductance peaks can exist only if the
size of the supercell is an integer multiple of the Fermi
wavelength (as for ncell = 15) and the transmission of the
electrons behaves similarly as in resonant multiple-barrier
diodes [22,23]. In the other case, when ncell is not a multiple
of 3, the distance between the defects is no more related to the
Fermi wavelength and two consecutive defects incoherently
backscatter the propagating waves of the two conductive
channels. Consequently, the conductance drops to zero at Ed
and no resonant conduction is observed anymore around this
energy.
When the number of nitrogen atoms n increases further,
the conductance G remains around 1G0 for 15d0 even
when n = 10 and the maxima of G are transformed into
multiple oscillations. The splitting of the maxima is due to
the coupling between quasibound states inside the adjacent
quantum boxes as in the quantum superlattices [23]. The value
of the conductance plateau around Ed is slightly smaller than
G0 because beside the resonance effect described above, the
second channel of conduction is also affected by the chemical
disorder induced by the substitution.
The band structure of infinite periodic systems gives us
more insight on the behavior of the conductance curves
[Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)]. For d = 15d0, the presence of the
dopant lifts the twofold degeneracy. However, one of the
folded electronic bands remains nearly unaffected as it can be
observed by comparison with the perfect nanotube [Fig. 1(g)].
Consequently, no electronic gap opens and one channel of
conduction remains unaffected. However, the opening of
pseudogaps at k = 0 or k = π /d is responsible for the drop
of conductance to G = 1G0 at those energies. As for the
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(a)
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of an ordered defective nanotube. d is the unit cell length while L = nd is the system
length and n is an integer. Conductance curves of a (10,10) CNT with distance between the dopants (b) d = 14d0 and (c) d = 15d0 (1 n 10,
from top to bottom). d0 = 2.46 ˚A is the periodicity of the perfect (10, 10) CNT and G0 is the quantum conductance. The tight-binding band
structure of infinite systems for (d) d = 14d0 and (e) d = 15d0. The Fermi level is located at E = −0.048 eV and E = −0.025 eV, respectively.
The arrows indicate the principal maxima of the quantum conductance related to n = 2. (f) and (g) The tight-binding band structure for the
infinite perfect systems.
wave functions, a surprising quasiperiodic oscillation with
wavelength equal to the Fermi wavelength 3d0 is reproduced
at the energies of the 1G0 conductance plateau around Ed
(not shown in the paper). This particular length comes from a
beating effect between the corresponding π and π* states at
Ed of the perfect armchair CNT.
For d = 3nd0, band crossings are much more numerous in
the folded Brillouin zone due to lower symmetry [Fig. 1(f)].
True electron gaps appear at the energy of each band crossing
with a particularly large one around the band defect energy
(Ed ) [see Fig. 1(d)]. Much more minima then occur in the
conductance curve. We also note that the presence of a
045407-3
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(a)
FIG. 2. (Color online) Conductance of a (10, 10) CNT with three
nitrogen atoms, separated by distances d1 and d2. The total distance
d1 + d2 is kept constant at 30d0 (d0 = 2.46 ˚A).
nondispersive band at Ed is associated with localized states.
This band does not participate in the electron transport
when d > dc.
2. The effect of the axial disorder
We now consider disorder by introducing randomness in
the axial position of the dopant atom inside each supercell.
The distance between consecutive dopant atoms dN-N is then
modified, but not the average distance between them (or the
total size of the system)
In Fig. 2, the effect of two successive cavities with different
sizes d1 and d2 is shown for constant d1 + d2 = 30d0. The G0
conductance plateau is preserved around Ed when d1 and d2
are both multiples of 3d0 even if they are different. This clearly
indicates that one conduction channel remains open even if the
dopants are not periodically positioned along the tube axis as
long as the distance between them is related to the periodicity
of the wave function.
We examine now the cavity effect for longer systems
[n = 8; see Fig. 3(a) for a schematic representation]. In
Fig. 3(b), the averaged electronic density of states and
the transmission coefficient are presented for a periodic
arrangement of the nitrogen dopants (black curve), for a
system with random axial position of the nitrogen dopants
(red curve), and for a system with a pseudorandom axial
position such that each dN-N is always a multiple of 3d0
(blue curve). For totally random dN-N, the propagating electron
waves are fully backscattered around Ed (red curve) and no
conductivity is observed anymore despite the large amount
of states located around Ed (see the density of states, red
curve). The propagating media behave like an Anderson
insulator in this energy domain. When dN-N is a multiple
of 3d0 (blue curve), the 1G0 conductance plateau remains
around Ed , similarly as in the periodic case (black curve).
High density of states is also observed in the last two cases
(a)
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of the ran-
dom axial disorder (n = 8). (b) Averaged conductance 〈G〉 and
averaged density of states 〈dos〉 of a nitrogen-doped CNT for different
distributions of dN-N: dN-N = d = 15d0 corresponds to ordered
defective case (black curve) while for the disordered configurations,
dN-N is a random multiple of 3d0 (blue curve) or dN-N takes totally
random values (red curve).
associated with the Anderson localization process for one
of the conduction channels while the other channel remains
open. A difference between the periodic configuration and
the random 3nd0 is obviously observed at other energies, i.e.,
E  –0.5 eV when peculiar quantum box behavior occurs.
B. Screw periodicity and circular disorder for (10,10) nanotube
In this section, we study the conductance of doped nan-
otubes with a screw periodicity of the defect positions. Both
ordered and disordered cases will be examined for the same
systems characterized by d = 15d0 and n = 8 supercells.
A screw operator S(d, ϑ) is defined by a translation d and a
rotation ϑ . For a (10,10) nanotube, because of the periodicity
d0 and the tenfold rotational symmetry, only four out of the
40 atoms of the unit cell are sufficient to describe the system
(we ignore here mirror and axial symmetries which can reduce
to 2 the number of unequivalent atoms). The screw operator
S(md0, k2π/10) projects one atom on an equivalent position
of the system. The four atoms are named A, B, C, and D
[see Fig. 4(b)]. The axial periodicity and disorder studied
previously correspond to m = 3n and k = 0. We investigate
here the robustness of the previous conclusions for different
values of k and for rotational disorder while keeping m = 3n.
From Fig. 4(c), we observe that for any integer value of k
[k = 1 (red curve) and k = 5 (blue curve) for example], the
quantum conductance responses are almost indistinguishable
from the axial periodic ordered case (k = 0, black curve).
This means that the 1G0 conductance plateau is preserved
around Ed and that the resonant conduction behavior (quantum
box effect) still takes place. We explain this behavior by
the symmetry of the (10,10) tube. Indeed, the electron wave
function that contributes to the transport of one quantum of
045407-4




FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematic representation of (a) the screw configuration S(d , ϑ) and (d) the random screw configuration. (b) Part of
one (unrolled) unit cell of the (10, 10) nanotube. The four atoms A, B, C, D and the effect of the rotation ϑ = k2π/10 for k = 1 and k = 2 are
represented. (c) The conductance responses (from top to bottom) for the ordered case (k = 0), the screw periodic configurations (k = 1 and
k = 5), the random screw configuration AA (integer random values for k), and the random screw configuration AB (kAB is a translation vector
from A to B sites).
conductance for one single nitrogen substitution not only
has a 3d0 oscillation periodicity but also preserves a remi-
niscence of the tenfold rotational symmetry. Consequently,
the rotation by an angle k2π/10 of the position of the
nitrogen atom does not modify the transport properties of the
system.
Furthermore, the transport properties are not modified
if we introduce a circular disorder in the doping scheme
as long as the dopants remain on the same A sublattice.
Such disorder is here analyzed by considering that two
successive nitrogen positions are rotated by ϑ = k2π/10
(k being a random integer) with an axial distance dN-N still fixed
(dN-N = 15d0) [see Fig. 4(c) for random k; i.e., random AA
configuration].
Other rotational disorders (no longer multiples of 2π/10)
close the remaining conduction channel and lead to an
electronic transport gap around Ed . For example, on the
bottom panel of Fig. 4(c), we see that a random distribution of
nitrogen defects on A and B type positions, while preserving
the d = 15d0 periodicity, leads a conductance curve typical of
uncorrelated disorder.
C. Combined axial and circular disorders for (10,10) nanotube
In order to show the robustness of the electronic conduc-
tivity of doped carbon nanotubes for more general disorders,
we have mixed circular and axial disorders. In Fig. 5(b), we
show the average density of states and transport properties for
nitrogen-doped CNT when a pseudorandom distance between
the N atoms is considered (d = 3md0 with m a random integer).
In the first case (black curve), we apply a circular disorder
ϑ = k2π/10, with k a random integer. We observe that the
1G0 conductance plateau is preserved around Ed . However, if
a totally random rotation is taken between successive N atoms
(red curve), this plateau disappears.
D. Chiral nanotubes
We now extend to metallic chiral nanotubes the previous
investigations on the Bloch-like behavior of electronic trans-
port in disordered chemically doped systems. It is well known
that chiral nanotubes could have large translational unit cells
and can be described by screw operators [27]. For example, the
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(a)
FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of the com-
bined random screw configuration with the axial translation. (b) the
averaged conductance 〈G〉 and density of states 〈dos〉 of doped (10,10)
CNT for combined axial and circular disorders (see text).
78 hexagons, a chiral angle  = 16°, and a threefold rotation
axis. In the reciprocal space of the associated graphene plane
(of the unrolled nanotube), the axial direction of the tube makes
an angle of ′ = 30◦ −  = 14◦ with the Г-K direction of
graphene [Fig. 6(b)]. The condition to have a distance between
successive dopant d = 3nd0 in the graphene plane becomes
z = 3nd0 cos(′) when measured along the axial direction.
In fact, as illustrated in Fig. 6(c) for the (15,6) CNT, the
conductance curve is very similar to that already found in
(10,10) for d = 3nd0: The plateau around Ed is preserved even
when d1 = d2 provided both d1 and d2 are integer multiples of
3d0. Otherwise a conductance gap around Ed is observed.
The rotational disorder has also been examined for the
nitrogen-doped (15,6) CNT. In Fig. 6(d), we see that a rotation
	
 around the tube axis of the second (central) nitrogen atom
does not qualitatively modify the conductance curves if it
corresponds to the threefold axis of the nanotube (	
 = 0°,
120°, and 240°), while other rotation angles (with no change
of the z position) open a conduction gap.
Another rotational disorder has been investigated. Indeed,
following our conclusions on the armchair tubes and from the
measurement of the distance along the Г-K direction in the
chiral tube, we explore the effect of a displacement of the defect
position in a direction perpendicular to this Г-K direction [see
Fig. 6(b)]. In this direction, a displacement of the defect along
the helix is equivalent to a rotation around the circumference
of the tube for an armchair CNT and can be described by the
four atomic positions (A, B, C, D), repeated i times according
to the translational vector ki [as described for armchair tube in
Fig. 4(b)]. Figure 6(e) shows that such screw operation for the
disorder pattern does not close the conduction channel.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of a nanotube with three nitrogen atoms separated by the distances d1 and d2 along the
nanotube (or by axial distances z1 and z2). (b) The rotational and screw defect configurations as defined perpendicularly from the tube axis
and the helix direction, respectively. 
 is the rotational angle of the tube and k2 is a translational vector, respectively. Conductance for the
(15,6) nanotube when (c) the total distance d1 + d2 is kept constant and equal to 24d0 along the direction. (d) the central defect undergoes a
circumferential translation according to the rotational angle
 from its initial position d1 = 12d0 (
 = 0°). (e) The central defect undergoes
a translation ki perpendicular to the helical direction from its initial position d1 = 12d0 (site labeled A corresponding to k0 = 0) to any other
site A (the subscript i taking an integer value). kAB is a translation vector from A to B sites.
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We conclude that the resonant (or Bloch-like) transport is
also present for chiral nanotubes when the distance between
the defects remains proportional to the Fermi wavelength
of graphene. However the chiral angle has to be correctly
taken into account to understand the absence of Anderson
localization. Two kinds of rotational disorders keep one
conduction channel open: a true rotation (if the chiral NT
admits one) and a screw operation.
IV. CONCLUSION
The electronic transport properties of nitrogen chemically
doped nanotubes with long-range correlation have been stud-
ied using the Green’s function formalism in the framework
of the tight-binding approach with effective parameters.
Resonant conduction behavior and ballistic transport have
been demonstrated for particular positions of the dopant: a
specific distance between the dopants (i.e., multiple of 3d0)
and a specific rotational angle ϑ related to the symmetry of the
tube. These doping patterns have been shown to preserve the
Bloch-like transport properties and then to avoid Anderson
localization around Ed . Indeed, the conductance response
is almost unchanged because one of the two conductance
channels remains open for symmetry reasons. This property
remains true for both armchair and chiral nanotubes. The
present results somehow reproduce the electronic properties of
periodic N-doped graphene [20]: opening of a gap for a n × n
supercell when n is not a multiple of 3 while no gap opens
otherwise. Further studies on electronic transport properties
for longer systems and for two-dimensional structures at the
mesoscopic scale are under investigation.
The present conclusion has been drawn for specific chem-
ical substitution of carbon atoms by nitrogen. It should
remain qualitatively valid for other local modifications of
the nanotube, by other chemical species, by covalent or
noncovalent functionalization. The energy of the quasibound
states will depend on the specific local modification but not the
general conclusions based on the symmetry of the quasibound
states. The method used for postsynthesis sorting of the CNT
by DNA wrapping [4] presents all the characteristics of local
modification of the CNT with a screw periodicity. Resonant
conductivity could be achieved in this case, which should
be worth investigating. Other experimental confirmations of
the resonant electronic waves for correlated defects could
also come from STM measurements as demonstrated recently
in Ref. [9].
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